
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA AFS AKKULAM

ADMTSSTON TO CLASS Xt (2022-23)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS & SCHEDULE

1. Provisional Allotment list is published based on KVS admission Guidelines , giving due
additional weightages for NCC/Scouts & Guides/ Sports etc. and category weightage for SC/

ST/ OBC etc to all eligible students, after verifying from School records/ from data submitted.
2. As there is only one section for Science stream and one section for Commerce stream, only a

maximum of 55 students will be admitted in each section (ln Science, 30 with Biology and 25

with Computer Science). !

3. Allotment to various streams and options is done as per availability of seats, option
submitted and eligibility of students. Those students who couldn't find place in science
stream have been accommodated in Commerce stream as per seat availability and choice
opted.

4. Waiting list is published for Science stream (Separate for Science with Maths &CS, Science

with Biology combination & Commerce stream )

5. Admission from waiting list will be done only based on the vacancy that may arise in a
particular combination. (Eg: lf a vacancy is created in Science with Maths & CS combination ,

candidate from Maths & CS waiting list will only be admitted. Similarly if a vacancy is created
in Science with Biology combination, candidate from Biology combination waiting list will
only be admitted. Students are included in the waiting list of all their higher options, if
allotment is given in a lower option/any other option ( hence a student may find place in
one or more waiting list to provide maximum chance for admission of their choice)

6. For taking admission, Student along with one parent needs to report the Vidyalaya. KV AFS

Akkulam students need not submit any document in origina!, instead they need to submit an
acceptance form/ undertaking for admission that will be issued at the time of admission,
which is to be returned duly filled and signed by the parent.

7. Late reporting to the Vidyalaya will not be accepted and such seats will be treated as vacant
to operate and admit the next eligible candidate from the waiting list from l't of August
2022.( Out station candidates seeking TC after admission to intimate the Vidyalaya the same
on the same date as per schedule through a messenger with authority letter to apply for TC

so that the such vacancies shall also be be filled with next waitlisted candidate),
8. Candidates who do not report for an allotted stream will not be considered for higher option
9. After the acceptance is received from parents, admission will be given provisionally and fee

challan will be generated and intimated for fee payment at a later date, as per UBI updating.
Provisional admission will be confirmed only after fee payment.

10. For students from other KVs, there is no vacancy in Science Stream,
11. For any queries, please contact O47t-244t265 (Office hours) and 79O7A51525 or may post

your queries in the Class X ABC whatsapp groups.
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KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA AFS AKKULAM

ADMTSSTON TO CLASS Xt (202L-22].

Schedule for admission

Sl no Stream Serial
Numbers
to report

Date
I

Reporting time

1 Science

stream

1-L0

29.07.2022

9am-L0am
Lt-20 10am -1L am

2t-30 11 am - 12 noon

31,-40 L2.30- 1.30 pm

41-55 1.30-3.00 pm

2

Commerce
Stream

1-10
30.07.2022

9am-10am
1,L-20 10am -1L am

21.-30 LL am - LZ noon

31,-40 L2.30- 1.30 pm a
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